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~ PIiot PointTribal Council 

2200 Main Street Telephone (907) 797-2208 
P. 0. Box 449 Fax (907) 797-2258 
Pilot Point, Alaska 99649 

September 14, 2017 

ADF&G Boards Support Section 

ATTN: Board of Game Comments 

P.O. Box 115526 

Juneau, AK 99811- 5526 

Re: PROPOSAL 125-5AAC 85.025. / OPPOSE 

To: The Alaska Board of Game ., 

The Pilot Point Tribal Council at a meeting held on September 13th unanimously agreed that we 

oppose proposal 125. 

We do not feel changing the hunting season dates is in the best interest of our residents. By 

the end of September the caribou are in rut and not edible, we prefer the earlier dates of 

August 10th to September 20th for that reason. The proposed dates would put more pressure 

on hunters to only take female caribou. This is not acceptable as our herd is still rebounding 

from previous low numbers. 

When Caribou were abundant (Prior to Tier II), the migration patterns were perfect for the 

current hunting season dates. Since the herd is still not back to the size it was, we do not want 

to change anything in hopes that the migration patterns will return. The migration is not a 

problem it is just that there are less caribou. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of our comments. 

Sincerely, 

1//41-a.~
Victor Seybert, President 

Pilot Point Tribal Council 
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Corey Schwanke 

PO Box 612 

Glennallen, AK 99588 

907 822 3421 

I do not support proposals 113, 114 and 115 as written (lengthening the wolverine season in GMU 13). I 

would support a modified version of the proposals if subunits 13A, 138 and BE were omitted. GMU 13 

is 23,361 square miles, and the subunits are distinct enough to warrant different management strategies 

wolverine. 

I' ve been trapping wolverine for 20 years, have read most scientific literature on them, and have written 

several articles about them in the Alaska Trapper Magazine as well as given presentations about 

trapping them. This testimony will consist of two parts: a very brief summary of scientific literature and 

how I think it relates to Unit 11 and 13, and then my personal experiences trapping in GMU 11 and 13. 

All the literature suggests that refugia is paramount in the management of wolverine, wolverine need to 

be harvested at low levels, and that trapping during the denning season can be detrimental. This 

proposal goes against all of these concerns for much of the GMU 13. 

Refugia- Unit 13 has plenty of trappers but due to its extensive size, refugia exists in parts of GMU 13. 

One important reason this refugia exists is because of conservative season lengths. The current 

wolverine season ends on January 31, and this regulation effectively ensures refugia because it self

regulates snowmachine and airplane access deep in the unit where the refugia currently is (certainly for 

Subunits 13A, Band E). Snowmachine and airplane travel is much easier in February than in November, 

December and January due to a combination of better snow conditions, better ice on the rivers and 

lakes, and more daylight. Extending the season will provide opportunity for trappers to penetrate the 

refugia. 

Harvest Trends- In the absence of known wolverine population levels (especially in the trapped areas), 

basic harvest numbers are a key ingredient in the management process. Harvest numbers have 

increased the last decade. Extending the wolverine season during a time of increased harvest goes 

against conservative management. It is reasonable to believe there are more wolverine in the GMU13 

than there was 15 years ago. Intensive management of wolves, a caribou herd above the popu lation 

objective level, and all the thousands of ungulate remains left by hunters probably had a positive 

correlation with wolverine abundances. The unfortunate part is this information is merely speculation, 

and even if the wolverine population has ballooned a bit recently, one can argue that it may be 

temporary as wolf numbers increase and ADF&G/mother nature regain control of the caribou herd. 

Increasing harvest rates on a temporarily boosted wolverine population would likely create 

sustainability issues in the future. 

Denning- Wolverine begin the denning process in February. Trapping into the denning season in a 

heavily trapped unit with increasing harvest rates is not a conservative approach preached in the 

scientific literature. Wolverine become more vulnerable during the denning season as females seek 
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denning habitat. Access to denning areas also becomes much easier in February as daylight and snow 

conditions improve. 

Now for my personal experience portion of the testimony. I have trapped wolverine in 14C, 13D, 13B 

and 11. The bulk of my knowledge has come from trapping the heart of 13B. I can tell you, a lot has 

changed in 13B the last 15 years. When my wife and I first started trapping in 13B in 2003, overall 

harvest numbers were low. There were no trappers close to where we chose to trap and we had instant 

success. We initially trapped three consecutive years with decreasing catch rates those three years. We 

decided on a more conservative harvest approach and started trapping every other year. Our mean 

annual harvest increased substantially and we started doing quite well. Things unfortunately changed 

for us the last five years. More trappers started working adjacent areas (what we always considered 

core refugia) and our catch rates dropped significantly. Our catch rates have plummeted to near zero 

since then. I do not expect the Board to react based on my personal experiences alone in this single 

area, but I think my observations are significant for subunit 13B. We trap near the geometric center of 

subunit 13B and we now have trappers on all sides of us in the subunit. Trapper distribution is now 

widespread and there is little refugia left in subunit 13B. I suspect the mean annual harvest the last 5 

years has approached, or exceeded sustainability. Extending the season another month and allowing 

people to trap during the onset of denning is very risky. Even though Subunit 13E is over twice as large 

as 13B, similar issues exist there. A large chunk of traditional refugia is now being trapped, and like 13B, 

it has a road transecting it which allows for easy access in the subunit's best wolverine habitat. Subunit 

13A has plenty of people trapping it and extending the season is not warranted there either. There is 

certainly some refugia on the NW corner of subunit 13A and SE corner of 13E, but as I stated earlier, 

extending the season into the February when conditions are much better for traveling, and when 

wolverine start moving more might jeopardize these areas. 

My experience and knowledge of wolverine trapping and trapper distribution suggests that extending 

the wolverine season in Subunits 13C, 13D and GMU 11 would provide for sustainable harvests. Early 

access to these areas is often constrained because of high gradient rivers and large lakes which do not 

freeze until well after trapping season begins. These areas are also difficult to access due to general 

remoteness. GMU 13 the is over 23,000 square miles (the size of 6.5 Kodiak Islands), with one corner 

butting up to the most major metropolitan area of the state, and the other corners butting up to near 

nothing in the terms of population centers. If the Department and the Board of Game are inclined, now 

might be a good time to institute different seasons at the subunit level. 

Corey Schwanke 
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Sleetmute Traditional Council 

PO Box 109 


Sleetmute, Alaska 99668 

Phone: 907 449-4263 


Fax: 907 449-4265 


November 28, 2017 

To: The Alaska State Board of Game 

RE: Proposal 165 - OPPOSE 

The Sleetmute Traditional Council, (STC), sent comments to the Board of Game, (BOG), 

opposing the acceptance of ACR 1. STC opposes Proposal 165 for the same reasons it gave then, as well 

those reasons given by the Stony Holitna Fish & Game Advisory Committee, (SHAC). 


STC was, and is in fu ll support of the closure that went into effect in 2006, This council, as well as those 

from Stony River, Red Devil, and Lime Village all sent resolutions of support to the Board of Game for 

that 2006 Region Ill BOG meeting. STC is aware that a ha rvestable surplus does not have to be hunted, 

and can be used to help build the moose herd. That is why it agreed to a closure rather than Tier II. 


The ADF&G wolf and bear predator control programs have been beneficia l for the increase of moose 

numbers. Within the Bear Control Area, tribal members have seen a noticeable increase in the moose 

herd, but not in the remainder of the closure area . 


Certainly, members of the council and community would like to hunt, but we are concerned and anxious 

about how any hunt will impact the existing low moose herd numbers throughout the area . 

For that reason, STC fully supports the SHAC recommendations for conditions on any limited hunt that is 

open in future years. These recommendations were made to help provide a limited hunt, while allowing 

the herd to increase. 


The author of Proposal 165 does not represent the people of Sleetmute or the area; SHAC does. STC is 

opposed to having permits issued at the author's store, and believes the council office to be a more 

appropriates place. 


STC supports the recommendation that if a hunt is opened before the next Region Ill Cycle, it should not 

be sooner than fall of 2019. The purpose is to give another generation of cows the opportunity to calve 

and contribute to herd growth, before there is any hunting pressure in the area. 

This pol icy would be similar to the 5-year moratorium on moose hunting in the McGrath area, following 

its bear control program. 
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§.EB O 2 20,8 
Mr. Ted Spraker, Chairman 
Alaska Department ofFish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 ,,,.

Juneau, Alaska 9981 lj)J.5 6 

Dear Mr. Sprak9Yjt,-& 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) appreciates the opportunity to comment on 
proposals to be considered by the Alaska Board of Game (Board) during its February 16-23, 
2018 meeting addressing Central and Southwest Region Regulations. We reviewed the 
proposals and offer the following comments regarding Proposals 136 -139, 142-145, and 147
148. 

Proposal 136 - Reauthorize the antlerless moose season in Unit 17A. 

POST/ON: The Service Supports the proposed regulatory change 
Rationale: The Unit 17A Moose Management Plan (MMP) states that antlerless moose 
hunting can be offered when the population is above 600 moose and increasing. The 
MMP also recommends a bag limit of up to two moose when the population exceeds 
1.,200 moose. The October 2017 moose population survey estimated 1,715 moose in 
Unit 17A and therefore an increased harvest can be provided. 

Proposal 137 - Shift the Unit 17 A fall resident moose season by starting and ending 
the season five days later than the existing season. 

POST/ON: The Service Supports the proposed regulatory change - see comments for 
P roposal 138. 

Proposal 138 - Lengthen the Unit 17A fall resident moose season by five days. 

POST/ON: The Service Supports the proposed regulatory change 
R ationa le : The Unit 17 A moose population is above the management objective 
range of 800-1200 moose and can support additional harvest of bulls. 
Composition data from recent surveys in October 2016 and 2017 estimated 60 and 
77 bulls: 100 cows, respectively. Providing the additional harvest opportunity is 
consistent with the objectives ofthe Unit 17A Moose Management Plan. 
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Mr. Ted Spraker 

Proposal 139- Lengthen the Unit 17A fall nonresident drawing permit hunt by ten 
days. 

POST/ON: The Service is Neutral regarding the proposed regulatory change 

Rationale: The current September 5-15 season provides a reasonable opportunity 

for nonresident hunters to harvest moose in Unit 17A. Liberalizing the harvest of 

antlerless moose during resident seasons (Proposal 136) and modifying 

harvest season dates (Proposals 13 7-138) may be sufficient to reduce 

population growth. 


Proposal 142 - Shift the fall hunting season dates for moose in a portion of Unit 

l 7C to start and end five days later than the current season dates. 

Proposal 143 - Open the resident winter season for moose in a portion of Unit l 7C 

by emergency order. 


POST/ON: The Service Opposes both proposed regulatory changes 
Rationale: I) The moose population in the affected area is stable to decreasing and 
this proposal has the potential to increase harvest. 2) the proposal would change the 
hunt unit boundaries and proposes to use a river as a unit boundary which creates both 
compliance and enforcement problems, and 3) if adopted. the proposal could create 
inconsistencies between federal and state seasons, and inconsistencies within Unit 
I 7C moose seasons. 

Proposal 144 - Controlled Use Areas. Allow the use of motorized vehicles for moose 
hunting in the Upper Mulchatna Controlled Use Area (UMCUA). 

POST/ON: The Service Opposes this proposed regulatory change 
Rationale: A small portion ofTogiak National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge) lies within 
UM CUA in western Unit 17B. The regulations at 43 CFR 36.11 (g) restrict use of off
road vehicles within the Refuge. If this proposal was adopted, federal regulations 
would be in conflict with State regulations. State and Federal regulations currently 
align within the UMCUA. 

Proposal 145- Open a nonresident registration hunt for bull caribou in Unit 17 
and the portion of Unit 9 that lies within the range of the Mulchatna caribou. 

POST/ON: The Service Opposes this proposed regulatory change 
Rationale: The estimated number (27,000) of caribou in the Mulchatna Herd is below 
the population objective of 30,000-80,000. A composition survey in October 2017, 
estimated 32 bulls: 100 cows which is below the management objective of 35 bulls: I 00 
cows. 
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Proposal 147 - Open a nonresident draw hunt for bull caribou in Units 18 and 19. 

POST/ON: The Service Opposes this proposed regulatory change 
Rationale: The estimated number (27,000) of caribou in the Mulchatna Herd is 
below the population objective of 30.000-80,000. A composition survey in 
October 2017, estimated 32 bulls: 100 cows which is below the management 
objective of 35 bulls: I 00 cows. 

Proposal 148 - Unlawful methods of taking big game. Allow the use of a 
snowmachine for positioning caribou, wolf, or wolverine in Unit 17. 

POST/ON: The Service Opposes this proposed regulatory change 
Rationale: An existing regulation (50 CFR 36.12 (d)(3)) on Alaska National 
Wildlife Refuges states snowmachines shall be operated in such a manner as to 
prevent the herding, harassment, hazing or driving ofwildlife for hunting or other 
purposes. The language to permit "use of a snowmachine to position caribou, wolf 
and wolverine·· implies consent to herd, harass, haze or drive animals. Given that 
caribou occur in herds, pursuing caribou by snowmachine puts the entire herd into 
flight, causing physiological stress to unharvested animals during stressful winter 
periods. 

Thank you for your time to review our comments on these proposals. Ifyou have any questions, 
please contact our Regional Subsistence Coordinator, Ms. Carol Damberg, at (907) 786-3400 or 
email at carol_damberg@fws.gov or our Supervisory Biologist, Togiak National Wildlife 
Refuge, Mr. Patrick Walsh, at (907) 842-8404 or email at patrick_walsh@fws.gov. 

mailto:patrick_walsh@fws.gov
mailto:carol_damberg@fws.gov
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United States Department ofthe Interior 

Office of Subsistence Management 
1011 East Tudor Road MS 121 

Anchorage, Alaska 99503-6199IN REPLY REFER TO: 

OSM 17109.PM 
FEB O 2 2018 

Mr. Ted Spraker, Chairman 
ATTN: Board of Game Comments 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Boards Support Section 
P.O. Box 115526 
Juneau, Alaska 99811-5526 

Dear Chairman Spraker: 

The Alaska Board of Game is scheduled to meet February 16-23, 2018 to deliberate proposals 
concerning changes to regulations governing hunting and trapping of wildlife for the 
Central/Southwest region. We have reviewed the 94 proposals the Board will be considering at 
this meeting. 

The Office of Subsistence Management, working with other Federal agencies, has developed 
preliminary recommendations on those proposals that have potential impacts on both Federal 
subsistence users and wildlife resources. Our recommendations are enclosed, some of the 
proposals received a descending opinion. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these important regulatory matters and look 
forward to working with your Board and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game on these 
issues. Please contact George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, 907-786-3822, with any 
questions you may have concerning this material. 

Sincerely, 

~ a 
Assistant Regional Director 

Enclosure 

http:17109.PM
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Chairman Spraker 

cc: 	 Anthony Christianson, Chair, Federal Subsistence Board 
Thomas Doolittle, Deputy Assistant Regional Director, Office of Subsistence Management 
Jennifer Hardin, PhD, Policy Coordinator, Office of Subsistence Management 
George Pappas, State Subsistence Liaison, Office of Subsistence Management 
Chris McKee, Wildlife Division Chief, Office of Subsistence Management 
Chair, Southcentral Alaska Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 
Chair, Bristol Bay Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 
Chair, Kodiak/ Aleutians Subsistence Regional Advisory Council 
Kristy Tibbles, Executive Director, Board of Game, Board Support Section, 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Bruce Dale, Wildlife Division Director, Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
Jill Klein, Federal Subsistence Liaison Team Leader, 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game 

Interagency Staff Committee 

Administrative Record 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 


ALASKA BOARD OF GAME PROPOSALS 


Central/Southwest Region 


February 16-23, 2018 


Dillingham, Alaska 


Office of Subsistence Management (OSM) 
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PROPOSAL 76 - 5 AAC 92.015. Brown bear tag fee exemption. Reauthorize the brown bear tag fee 

exemptions for the Central/Southwest Region. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

§ 100.6 Licenses, permits, harvest tickets, tags, and reports 

(a)(3) Possess and comply with the provisio11s ofany pertinent permits, harvest tickets, or tags 

required by the State unless a11y ofthese docume11ts or individual provisio11s in them are 

superseded by the requirements in subpart D ofthis part. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: There would be no impact on brown bears if this proposal 

was adopted; however, there would be an increased cost for subsistence users harvesting a brown bear if 
the tag fee exemptions arc not reauthorized. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal 

(although the National Park Service expressed opposition). 

Rationale: There are no known conservation concerns for brown bears in the affected units. If this 

proposal is adopted it would continue the tag fee exemption, which eliminates the requirement that 

Federally qualified subsistence users purchase a $25 tag before hunting brown bears in these units. 

Retaining this tag fee exemption is particularly important in areas where there are few vendors and local 

economies are in a depressed state. 

PROPOSAL 85 - 5 AAC 85.045. Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Lengthen the resident 

hunting season for moose in Unit 16B Remainder (DM540, YM541 and RM574). 

Current Federal Regulation 

Unit 16- Moose 

Unit 16B-Redoubt Bay Drainages south and west of, and Sep. 1- 15 

including the Kustatan River drainage-I bull 

Unit 16B- Denali National Preserve only-I bull by Federal Sep. 1-30 

registration permit. One F edera/ registration permit for moose 
Dec. 1 - Feb. 28

issued per household 

Unit 16B, remainder-] bull Sep. 1-30 

2 
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Dec. 1 - Feb. 28 

Is a similar Issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: These changes may benefit Federally qualified 

subsistence users, who would be able to harvest any bull during an extended fall season under State 

regulation. Any benefit to Federally qualified subsistence users is expected to be modest, given the small 

amount ofFederal land in Unit 16B, and its distance from communities. However, these changes may 

result in increased harvest by non-Federally qualified users on non-Federal land, which could have a 

detrimental effect on the Unit 16B moose population. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale: The proponent' s request includes the addition of5 days to the end of the season, the 

elimination of all antler restrictions, and the relaxation ofpermitting and reporting requirements. 

Collectively, these changes represent a significant liberalization of the harvest regulations for moose in 

Unit 16B. While bull:cow ratios are high and recruitment is good, the most recent management report 

published by ADF&G indicates that the Unit 16B moose population is within the State's population 

objective. In addition, harvest has increased in recent years. For the three regulatory years between 2014 

and 2016, total moose harvest from Unit 16B averaged 331 moose, a 37% increase compared to the 

previous 3 regulatory years, when 242 moose were harvested. For the past two regulatory years, harvest 

has been within the harvest objective established for this Unit. This increase is attributable to increased 

harvest in both the general season hunt (GM000) and in the draw hunts established for regulatory year 

2014 (DM540, YM541). While some liberalization ofharvest may be warranted in Unit 16B, a more 

conservative approach is appropriate at this time. 

PROPOSAL 104 - 5 AAC 85.045(11). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 

antlerless moose seasons in Unit 13. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

Unit 13-Moose 

Unit 13£- 1 antlered bull moose by Federal registration permit only; only 1 

permit will be issued per household 

Aug. 1-Sep. 20. 

Unit 13, remainder-} antlered bull moose by Federal registration permit 

only 

Aug. 1-Sep. 20. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal will increase harvest opportunity for 


Federally qualified subsistence users. Additionally, the moose population in Unit 13A is above State 
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management objectives. Antlerless moose harvest is recommended to slow the growth of the Unit 13A 
moose population, preventing nutritional stress and habitat degradation. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: This proposal would allow additional opportunity for Federally qualified subsistence users to 
harvest moose in this unit and provide management flexibility. Additionally, it may help to slow growth 
of the Unit 13A moose population. 

PROPOSAL 105 - 5 AAC 85.045. Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Eliminate the 
antlerless moose hunt in Unit 13. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

Unit 13-Moose 

Unit 13£-1 antlered bull moose by Federal registration permit only; only 1 
permit will be issued per household 

Aug. I-Sep. 20. 

Unit 13, remainder-I antlered bull moose by Federal registration permit 
only 

Aug. I-Sep. 20. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: Eliminating the antlerless moose season would decrease 
opportunity for Federally qualified subsistence users. Additionally, the moose population in Unit 13A is 
above State management objectives. Antlerless moose harvest is recommended to slow the growth of the 
Unit 13A moose population, preventing nutritional stress and habitat degradation. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale: This proposal would decrease opportunity for Federally qualified subsistence users and may 
contribute to unsustainable growth ofthe Unit 13 moose population. 

PROPOSAL 111- 5 AAC 85.020. Hunting seasons and bag limits for brown bear. Lengthen the 
hunting season for brown bear in Unit 11. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

Unit 11-Brown Bear 

1 bear Aug. 10-June 15. 

4 
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Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: Adopting Proposal 112 would provide Federally 

qualified subsistence users with more harvest opportunity. However, it would also misalign State and 

Federal regulations, which increases regulatory complexity and user confusion. There are no 

conservation concerns for this proposal as the Unit 11 brown bear population is considered abundant and 

likely not influenced by hunting, the unit experiences low harvest pressure, and most bears are harvested 

in the fall (Stantorf2015). 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal 

(although the National Park Service expressed opposition with concurrence from the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service). 

Rationale: There are not conservation concerns and this proposal would provide an additional 15 days pf 

harvest opportunity for Federally qualified subsistence users. However, it may increase user confusion 

and regulatory complexity by misaligning State and Federal regulations. 

Stantorf, C.J. 2015. Unit 11 brown bear. Chapter 10, Pages 10-1 through 10-7 [In] P. Harper and L.A. 

McCarthy, editors. Brown bear management report of survey and inventory activities 1 July 2012-30 June 

2014. Alaska Department of Fish and Grune, Species Management Report ADF&G/DWC/SMR-2015-1, 

Juneau. 

PROPOSAL 113 - 5 AAC 84.270. Forbearer trapping. Lengthen the trapping season for wolverine in 

Unit 13 to February 28. 

Current Federal Regulation 

Trapping 

Unit 13-Wolverine 

No limit Nov. JO-Jan. 31 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WP18-14, 

submitted by the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park Subsistence Resource Commission, requests an 

extension of the wolverine hunting and trapping seasons in Unit 13. The proposed Unit 13 trapping 

season would change from Nov. 10-Jan. 31 to Nov. 10- Feb. 28, which would match the existing 

trapping season in Unit 11. 

5 
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Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: If adopted, Federally qualified subsistence users would be 

provided more opportunity to harvest wolverine under the proposed trapping regulations. The State and 

Federal seasons for wolverine trapping in Unit 13 would also be aligned if Proposal WP18-14 was 

adopted by the Board. In addition, it would allow trappers to keep wolverines incidentally caught in a 

lynx set. 

Wolverines, which occur at low densities throughout Alaska, have large home ranges ranging from 39 mP 

to 386 mi2 The breeding season extends from May through August. Following implantation which • 

generally occurs from November through March, and a gestation period of 30-40 days, 1-2 kits are born 

between February and April. The kits remain with female for 12-14 weeks. Adoption of this proposal 

would extend the harvest into the denning period. 

The annual wolverine harvest in Unit 13 from 2007-2016, averaged 51 (range 37-63) animals (Robbins 

2013). Wolverine populations occur in low densities and thus are susceptible to overharvest. Harvest 

opportunity is already being provided for in Unit 13 and seems to be currently sustainable with the 

hunting and trapping season closing on January 31. Given the lack of biological data on wolverine 

populations in Unit 13, it is difficult for managers to monitor the harvest and thus the biological impact 

extending the harvest season is unknown. In the past this was one of the factors why the wolverine 

season was a month shorter in Unit 13 than in Unit 11. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale: Extending the wolverine trapping season on State lands would provide Federally qualified 

subsistence users with additional harvest opportunity and has the potential, depending on the Federal 

Subsistence Board's action on WP18-14, to align State and Federal wolverine and lynx seasons. 

However, adopting these regulations also has the potential for overharvest. Low reproductive rates, 

inherently low population densities, and susceptibility to harvest pressure combined with the lack of 

population data to assess the biological impact of increased harvest suggest that conservative harvest 

strategies are warranted for wolverines in Unit 13. 

Literature Cited: 

Robbins, W. F. 2013. Units 11 and 13 furbearer management report. Pages 138-162 in P. Harper and L.A. 

McCarthy, editors. Furbearer management report of survey and inventory activities 1 July 2009 - 30 June 

2012. ADF&G, Species Management Report, ADF&G/DWC/SMR-2013-5, Juneau, AK. 

PROPOSAL 114 - 5 AAC 84.270 Forbearer trapping. Extend the trapping season for wolverine in 

Unit 13 to February 28. 

See comments for Proposal 113. 
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PROPOSAL 115 - 5 AAC 84.270. Forbearer trapping. Extend the trapping season for wolverine in 
Units 11 and 13 to February 28. 

Current Federal Regulation 

Trapping 

Unit 11-Wolverine 

No limit Nov. JO-Feb. 28 

Unit 13-Wolverine 

No limit Nov. JO-Jan. 31 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WP18-14, 
submitted by the Wrangell-St. Elias National Park Subsistence Resource Commission, requests an 
extension ofthe wolverine hunting and trapping seasons in Unit 13. The proposed Unit 13 trapping 
season would change from Nov. 10-Jan. 31 to Nov. 10- Feb. 28, which would match the existing 
trapping season in Unit 11. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: 

Unit 11 

Ifadopted, Federally qualified subsistence users would be provided more opportunity to harvest 
wolverine under the proposed trapping regulations in Unit 11 . State and Federal seasons for wolverine 
trapping in Unit 11 would also be aligned if Proposal WP18-14 was adopted by the Federal Subsistence 
Board. In addition, it would allow trappers to keep wolverines incidentally caught in a lynx set. 

Wolverines, which occur at low densities throughout Alaska, have large home ranges ranging from 39 mi2 

to 386 mil. The breeding season extends from May through August. Following implantation which 
generally occurs from November through March, and a gestation period of 30-40 days, 1-2 kits are born 
between February and April. The kits remain with the female for 12-14 weeks. Adoption of this proposal 
would extend the harvest into the denning period. 

All harvested wolverines are required to be sealed by the State. Wolverine harvest in Unit 11 remains 
relatively low given the amount ofpotential wolverine habitat that is available. Between 2006 and 2016, 
an average of IO wolverines/year were reported harvested in Unit 11. In Unit 11, wolverine harvest 
occurred from November to February with the peak months being December through February during the 
period 2007-2011. 

Unit 13 
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Sec comments for Proposal I 13 for Unit 13. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale: Extending the wolverine trapping season on State lands provides Federally qualified 
subsistence users with additional harvest opportunity and has the potential, depending on the Federal 
Subsistence Board's action on WP18-l4, to align the State and Federal wolverine and lynx seasons. 
However, adopting these regulations also has the potential for overharvest. Low reproductive rates, 
inherently low population densities, susceptibility to harvest pressure and impacts ofclimate change 
combined with the lack ofpopulation data to assess the biological impact ofincreased harvest suggest that 
conservative harvest strategies are warranted for wolverines in Units 11 and 13. 

PROPOSAL 119 - 5 AAC 85.065. Hunting seasons and bag limits for small game. Lengthen the 
hunting season for ptarmigan in Unit 13B. 

Current Federal Regulation: 

Unit 13 - Ptarmigan (Rock, Willow, and White-tailed) 

Aug. 10-Mar. 3120 per day, 40 in possession 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This area experiences some of the highest levels of 
ptarmigan hunting statewide, due to its close proximity to the Denali and Richardson Highways. In 2009, 
the season was shortened due to low population numbers for rock ptarmigan. Since that time, rock 
ptarmigan and willow ptarmigan have shown a slight increasing population trend, indicating that late 
winter harvest in this unit may be additive and could have significant impacts to the population. 
Although both willow ptarmigan and rock ptarmigan populations have experienced growth during this 
time, rock ptarmigan populations are still low. Additional harvest in this heavily used area could result in 
population declines for this species. 

Adoption ofthis proposal will result in alignment of State and Federal regulations, which will decrease 
regulatory complexity, user confusion, and law enforcement concerns. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale for comment: Adoption of this proposal would increase harvest in one the most hunted units 
in the state. Late winter harvest in this area may be additive to natural ptarmigan mortality. Ptarmigan 
populations naturally fluctuate and are currently in a population high for this area and are expected to 
enter the population decline stage of the cycle in the next couple years. Maintaining the shorter season 
for ptarmigan in Unit 13B for a full population cycle would provide a better understanding ofhow late 
winter harvest impacts these populations and may also allow for the continued recovery ofrock ptarmigan 

populations. 

8 
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PROPOSAL 120 - 5 AAC 85.065. Hunting seasons and bag limits for small game. Align the hunting 
seasons and reduce the bag limit for ptarmigan in Units l 3E and 13B. 

Current Federal Regulation: 

Unit 13 - Ptarmigan (Rock, Willow, and White-tailed) 

Aug. JO-Mar. 3120 per day, 40 in possession 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This area experiences some ofthe greatest levels of 
ptarmigan hunting statewide, due to its close proximity to the Denali and Richardson Highways. In 2009, 
the season in Unit 13B was shortened due to low population numbers for rock ptannigan. Since that time, 
rock ptarmigan and willow ptarmigan have shown a slight increasing population trend in the unit, 
indicating that late winter harvest may be additive and can have significant impacts to the population. 
Although both willow ptarmigan and rock ptarmigan populations have experienced growth during this 
time, rock ptarmigan populations are still low. Furthermore, willow ptarmigan abundance has remained 
low in Unit 13E since 2005. Additional harvest in this heavily used area could result in population 
declines for ptarmigan. 

Adoption of this proposal will result in misalignment of State and Federal regulations, which may 
increase regulatory complexity, user confusion, and law enforcement concerns. It would also make 
ptarmigan harvest less efficient for Federally qualified subsistence users harvesting on non-Federal lands, 
by limiting the daily bag limit. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is neutral on this proposal. 

Rationale for comment: A shorter ptarmigan season is already in place for Unit 13B and appears to be 
having a positive impact on the population in the area. Further modification ofharvest regulations in Unit 
13B may be unwarranted. The season in Unit 13E still extends through March 31 although ptarmigan 
harvest is high and populations have remained low. Although it would limit harvest opportunity for 
Federally qualified users harvesting on non-Federal lands, it may be worth adopting more conservative 
regulations in Unit 13E in the future to match previous regulatory actions taken in Unit 13B. 

PROPOSAL 121-5 AAC 85.065 (3). Hunting seasons and bag limits for small game. Lengthen the 
hunting season for ptarmigan in Unit 13B. 

Current Federal Regulation: 

Unit 13 - Ptarmigan (Rock, Willow, and White-tailed) 

Aug. 10-Mar. 31
20 per day, 40 in possession 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No 

9 
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Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: 

Sec commcnls for Proposal 11 9. 

PROPOSAL 122 -5 AAC 92.540. Controlled Use Areas. Modify the Sourdough Controlled Use 
Area. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

§ 100.26 Subsistence Taking ofWildlife 

(13)(ii) Within the following areas, the taking ofwildlife for subsistence uses is prohibited or 
restricted on public lands: 

(C) Except for access a11d transportation ofharvested wildlife on Sourdough and Haggard 
Creeks, Middle Fork trails, or other trails designated by the Board, you may not use motorized 
vehicles for subsistence hunting in the Sourdough Controlled Use Area. The Sourdough 
Controlled Use Area consists ofthat portion ofUnit 13B bounded by a line beginning at the 
confluence ofSourdough Creek and the Gulkana River, then northerly along Sourdough Creek to 
the Richardson Highway at approximately Mile 148, then northerly along the Richardson 
Highway to the Middle Fork Trail at approximately Mile 170, then westerly along the trail to the 
Gulkana River, then southerly along the east bank ofthe Gttlkana River to its confluence with 
Sourdough Creek, the point ofbeginning. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal would have no impact to wildlife. It will 
reduce user confusion by clarifying where motorized access is permitted near the Sourdough Controlled 
Use Area (Sourdough CUA). However, while the boundaries of the Sourdough CUA are identical under 
Federal and State regulations, these clarifications will not be reflected under Federal regulations. A 
similar Federal proposal would need to be submitted for consideration by the Federal Subsistence Board 
in order for Federal and State descriptors to match. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: There are no conservation concerns for this proposal, and it will reduce user confusion. 

PROPOSAL 126 - 5 AAC 85.025). Hunting seasons and bag limits for caribou. Increase the bag limit 
for the Southern Alaska Peninsula Caribou Herd (SAPH) based on the harvestable surplus in Unit 9D. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

10 
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Unit 9D - Caribou 


I bull caribou by Federal registration permit only. Quotas and any Aug. J0-Sept.20 

needed closures will be announced by the Izembek Refuge Manager Nov. I 5-Mar. 3 I 

after consultation with ADF&G. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WP18-20, 

submitted by the Kodiak/ Aleutians Subsistence Regional Advisory Council, requests that the harvest limit 

be changed from l bull to I caribou and that the fall harvest season be extended from Aug. l O - Sept. 20 

to Aug. l - Sept. 30 in Unit 9D. 

Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: If adopted, this proposal would provide more 

opportunity for Federally qualified users hunting under State regulations. 

The caribou population is currently at about 50% of the lower threshold of 3,000 recommended under the 

Southern Alaska Peninsula Caribou Herd Operational Plan. The increasing population trend and good 

bull:cow ratios since 2013 suggests that at current harvest rates and hunting intensity, the SAPH could 

sustain a slight increase in the harvest. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: The SAPH within Unit 9D is currently at approximately 1,500 animals. The population 

trend is increasing, and for the last 3 consecutive years, bull:cow ratios have been above 20: l 00, which 

suggest that increasing the harvest limit based on the harvestable surplus is a viable option. However, the 

tendency for this population to undergo wide fluctuations and a current population level at approximately 

50% of the recommended lower threshold also suggests caution. 

PROPOSAL 127 - S AAC 8S.02S. Seasons and bag limits for caribou. Open a resident hunting season 

for caribou in a portion of Unit 9C. 

Current Federal Regulation 

Unit 9- Caribou 

Unit 9C, that portion within the Alagnak River drainage-2 Aug. I -Mar. 15 

caribou by State registration permit; no more than I caribou may 

be a bull, and no more than I caribou may be taken Aug. I -Jan. 

31 

Unit 9C, remainder-I bull by Federal registration permit or May be announced 

State permit. Federal public lands are closed to the taldng of 

caribou except by residents of Unit 9C and Egegik 
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Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WP18-21 

requests, in part, the changes requested by State Proposal 127. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: These changes will likely benefit Federally qualified 

subsistence users, who will have additional opportunity to harvest caribou in Unit 9C. In addition, if both 

the Alaska Board of Game and the Federal Subsistence Board adopt these proposals, State and Federal 

caribou regulations in this area will continue to be well aligned, minimizing confusion for those who hunt 

under both sets of regulations. These changes are not expected to have a detrimental effect on the 

Mulchatna Caribou Herd (MCH), primarily because they do not alter harvest limits for the herd. Rather, 

they align hunt areas for this population with its current distribution patterns. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: Establishing a season and harvest limit in the northern portion of the Naknek drainage shifts 

the primary regulatory emphasis from the Northern Alaska Peninsula Caribou Herd (NAPCH) to the 

MCH. This area has been used by the NAPCH in the past, when population density was high. However, 

the regulatory structure continues to reflect this, despite infrequent presence of the NAPCH north of the 

Naknek River. The proposed change will reflect the management needs of the MCH, and appears to be 

biologically appropriate at this time given current movement and distribution patterns. These changes are 

not expected to have a detrimental effect on either herd but will provide additional opportunity for 

resident hunters to harvest caribou in Unit 9. 

PROPOSAL 128 - 5 AAC 85.057. Hunting seasons and bag limits for caribou. Allow the harvest of 

any caribou in Unit 10, Adak Island. 

Current Federal Regulation: 

Unit 10 - Caribou 

Unit 10- remainder - 110 limit. July }-June 30 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: Federally qualified subsistence users would be provided 

more opportunity to harvest caribou with fewer restrictions under the proposed hunting regulations. 

The Adak caribou population increased about 300% from 1993 to 2005 and has remained at 

approximately 2500 animals from 2005 -2012. The caribou population estimate in 2012 was between 

2512 and 2880 animals. One of the concerns of the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge about this 

herd is the potential adverse impact on native plant communities and the natural integrity of Adak Island. 
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Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: The removal ofrestrictions under State regulations provides more opportunity for Federally 
qualified subsistence users. Maintaining hunting pressure on this introduced caribou herd on Adak Island 
may help limit the population size and limit the ecosystem impacts. 

PROPOSAL 129 - AAC 85.045. Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Lengthen the resident 
hunting season for moose in Unit 9B. 

Current Federal Regulation 

Unit 9- Moose 

Unit 9B-1 bull by State registratio11 pennit 	 Sep. 1-20 
Dec. 1-Jan. 15 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: Federally qualified subsistence users will likely benefit 
from this change, due to increased opportunity on non-Federal lands. Because this change will align State 
and Federal fall moose seasons in Unit 9B, Federally qualified subsistence users will also benefit from 
reduced regulatory complexity. This change is not expected to have a detrimental effect on the Unit 9B 
moose population. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: Although the Unit 9B moose population is a low-density population, it is believed to be 
relatively stable. The bull:cow ratio has increased in recent years, and currently exceeds the State's 
management objective. Harvest remains low, relative to population size, and it is likely that this 
population can support additional bull harvest. This change will align State and Federal fall moose 
seasons in Unit 9B, which will ease confusion among those users eligible to hunt under both State and 
Federal regulation. 

PROPOSAL 134 - 5 AAC 85.065. Hunting seasons and bag limits for small game. Shorten the 
season for ptarmigan and reduce the bag limit in Unit 9. 

Current Federal Regulation: 

Unit 9 - Ptarmigan (Rock, Willow, and White-tailed) 

Aug. JO-Apr. 30
20 per day, 40 in possession 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No 
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Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: Adoption of this proposal will result in misalignment of 

State and Federal regulations, which may increase regulatory complexity, user confusion, and law 

enforcement concerns. Furthermore, this proposal would decrease opportunity for Federally qualified 

subsistence users to harvest ptarmigan on non-Federal lands in Unit 9. 

Ptarmigan populations in Unit 9 appear to be very low. Wet and cold summers during the last two years 

led to high chick mortality across the Alaska Peninsula. Populations have had limited concealment in the 

winter due to the lack of snow in the area, and therefore a lack of camouflage, which has led to higher 

predation. 

Ending the season on March 1 would close the season prior to most ptarmigan arriving on breeding 

grounds. This would protect the population during the breeding season, but would also limit the ability of 

Federally qualified users to harvest ptarmigan on non-Federal lands, due to the season closure prior to the 

arrival of ptarmigan to the most western reaches of their range. 

A companion proposal would need to be submitted to the Federal Subsistence Board to gain consistency 

across State and Federal regulations. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale for comment: Although this proposal would decrease opportunity for local Federally qualified 

subsistence users, these users could still harvest under Federal regulations on Federal public lands and it 

would provide protection to ptarmigan and give populations a chance to recover in portions of Unit 9. 

PROPOSAL 135 - 5 AAC 85.065. Hunting seasons and bag limits for small game. Close the season 

for Alaska hares in Unit 9. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

Unit9-Hare 

No limit. July I-June 30 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: If this proposal was adopted there would be little to no 

impact on Federal qualified subsistence users but it would eliminate hunting pressure on declining 

populations of Arctic hare (Lepus othus) in the southern portion of the Alaska Peninsula. For these 

regulations to be more effective, similar regulations would need to be made in Federal Subsistence 

regulations as Federal public lands comprise approximately 85% of Unit 9C, 45% of Unit 9D, and 49% of 

Unit 9E. Since Federal Subsistence regulations currently do not distinguish between the two species of 
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hares that occur in Alaska, the snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) and the Arctic hare (Lepus othus), new 

regulations, specifically for the Arctic hare, would have to be developed. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: Arctic hares were once abundant in Unit 9 and now occur at low densities. Although little is 

known about the Arctic hare populations in the Alaska Peninsula, the decrease may be related to habitat 

changes as a result of climate change and/or predation. Eliminating the hunting pressure will help address 

some conservation concerns for local populations of Arctic hares in Units 9C, 9D, and 9E. 

PROPOSAL 136 - 5 AAC 85.045(15). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 

antlerless moose season in Unit 17A. 

Current Federal Regulation 

Unit 17-Moose 

Unit 17A-1 bull by State registration permit Aug. 25 -Sep. 20 

Unit 17 A-up to 2 moose; one antlered bull by State registration Up to a 31 - day season 

permit, one antlerless moose by State registration permit may be announced between 

Dec. 1 - last day of Feb. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal will increase harvest opportunity for 

Federally qualified subsistence users. It is not expected to have a detrimental effect on the Unit 17 A 

moose population. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: This proposal is consistent with the Unit 17 A moose management plan, which indicates a 

limited antlerless harvest when the moose population exceeds 600 animals. The current population 

estimate is in excess of that threshold, and this proposal provides management flexibility. It also provides 

additional harvest opportunity to Federally qualified subsistence users without risking the long-term 

viability of the population. 

PROPOSAL 142 - 5 AAC 85.045(a)(15). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Shift the resident 

fall hunting season dates for moose in a portion of Unit l 7C. 

Current Federal Regulation 
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Unit 17-Moose 

Units 17B and 17C-one bull. Aug. 20 -Sep. 15 

Dec. 1-31 

D11ri11g the period Aug. 20- Sep. 15-one bull by State 

registration permit; 


or 

Duri11g the period Sep. 1 - 15--one bull with spike-fork or 50
inch antlers or antlers with three or more brow tines on at least 

one side with a State harvest ticket; 


or 

During the period Dec. 1 - 31--one antlered bull by State 

registration permit 


Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WP18-26 
requests the same changes as State Proposal 142. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: These changes would provide additional opportunity to 
Federally qualified subsistence users. Harvest would likely increase, which may have a detrimental effect 
on the Unit 17C moose population. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale: These changes are likely to increase moose harvest within Unit 17C. Delaying the season by 
5 days will allow hunters more access to moose as bulls enter the rutting season and become more 
vulnerable to harvest. While this may increase subsistence opportunity in the short term, it is not clear 
that the moose population in Unit 17C can sustain additional harvest without negative consequences. 
Maintaining more conservative harvest regulations in this area offers the best chance for long-term 
subsistence opportunity. 

PROPOSAL 143 - S AAC 85.04S(a)(15). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Open the 
resident winter season for moose in a portion ofUnit 17C by emergency order only. 

Current Federal Regulation 

Unit 17-Moose 
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Units 17B and 17C-one bull. Aug. 20 - Sep. 15 

Dec. 1 -31 

During the period Aug. 20 - Sep. 15-one bull by State 


registration permit; 


or 

During the period Sep. I - 15-one bull with spike-fork or 50

inch antlers or antlers with three or more brow tines on at least 


one side with a State harvest ticket; 


or 

During the period Dec. 1-31--one antlered bull by State 


registration permit 


Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WP18-25 
requests the same changes as State Proposal 143. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: These changes would provide additional opportunity to 
Federally qualified subsistence users. Harvest would likely increase, which may jeopardize the long-term 
viability of the Unit l 7C moose population. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale: Winter moose harvest within Unit l 7C is likely to increase if the season occurs when 
conditions are favorable, rather than at a fixed time. The proximity ofthis hunt area to Dillingham, 
whose residents harvest most of the moose taken within Unit l 7C, increases the likelihood of additional 
harvest. While these changes are likely to increase subsistence opportunity in the short term, low 
recruitment in at least some portions of Unit l7C has resulted in low bull:cow and calf:cow ratios, which 
presents conservation concerns for this population. Maintaining more conservative harvest regulations in 
this area offers the best chance for long-term subsistence opportunity. 

PROPOSAL 148 - S AAC 92.080(4)(B)(i). Unlawful methods of taking big game. Allow the use ofa 
snowmachine for harvesting caribou, wolf, or wolverine in Unit 17. 

Existing Federal Regulation 

50 CFR 100.4 and 36 CFR 242.4 Definitions 

Take or taking as used with respect to fish or wildlife, means to pursue, hunt, shoot, trap, net, 

capture, collect, kill, harm, or attempt to engage in any such conduct. 
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§__ .26 Subsistence taking of wildlife 

(b) Except for special provisions found at paragraphs (n)(J) through (26) of this section, the 

following methods and means of taking wildlife for subsistence uses are prohibited: 

(4) Taking wildlife from a motorized land or air vehicle when that vehicle is in motion, 

or from a motor-driven boat when the boat's progress from the motor's power has not 

ceased; 

(5) Using a motorized vehicle to drive, herd, or molest wildlife. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? Yes. Proposal WPlS-24 
requests the same changes as State Proposal 148. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal would address the need for Federally 
qualified subsistence users to be able to use the most efficient and effective methods to take wild 
resources important for their livelihood. The proposed regulation is not expected to result in significant 
population changes for caribou, wolves, or wolverines as snowmachines are already extensively utilized 
in Unit 17 to access hunting grounds and trap lines, and harvest numbers will continue to be managed by 
season and limits within regulation. 

This proposal was opposed by the Bristol Bay Regional Subsistence Advisory Council. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal 
(although the National Park Service expressed opposition with concurrence from the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service). 

Rationale: The proposed regulatory changes would ensure that Federally qualified subsistence users are 
provided the opportunity to use snowmachines as an efficient and effective means to harvest caribou, 
wolves, and wolverines during winter months in Unit 17. 

The proposed changes would have little to no effect on current hunting behavior, and any changes in the 
population status of caribou, wolves, and wolverines are anticipated to continue to be addressed through 
season and bag limits. 

PROPOSAL 150 - 5 AAC 85.045(1). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 
antlerless moose hunts in Unit l C. 

Current Federal Regulation 
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Unit 1- Moose 

Unit 1 C-that portion south of Point Hobart including all Port Sep. 15-Oct. 15 

Houghton drainages-] antlered bull with spike-fork or 50-inch 

antlers or 3 or more brow tines on one side, or antlers with 2 

brow tines on both sides, by State registration permit only 

Unit 1 C, remainder, excluding drainages of Berners Bay-1 bull Sep. 15 - Oct. 15 

by State registration permit only 

Unit 1 C, Berners Bay No open season 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal will help ensure population viability and 

subsistence opportunity in the long term. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: The option for antlerless hunts is an important component in Unit 1 C moose management. 

The Bemers Bay hunt area is relatively small and its geography allows for little immigration or 

emigration of moose. Consequently, this population requires careful management of size and sex ratios. 

Similarly, habitat overuse is of concern in the Gustavus hunt area. In both of these areas, antlerless hunt 

have been used to help maintain appropriate population metrics. Although the harvestable surplus in 

these populations is sometimes quite low and antlerless hunts are not offered every year, they remain an 

important tool for local managers. Retention of this management flexibility offers the best potential for 

long term viability of these moose populations, which is important for long term subsistence opportunity. 

PROPOSAL 151 -AAC 85.045(3). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 

antlerless moose hunt in Unit SA, the Nunatak Bench hunt. 

Current Federal Regulation 

Unit 5- Moose 

Unit 5A-Nunatak Bench-] moose by State registration permit Nov. 15 -Feb. 15 

only. The season will be closed when 5 moose have been taken 

from the Nunatak Bench 
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Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal will help ensure harvest opportunity for 

Federally qualified subsistence users in the long term. There will be no effect on the moose population at 

this time, because no harvest permits are currently being offered. In the long term, this proposal helps 

ensure population viability. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: The option for antlerless hunts is an important component of managing this population. 

Because the hunt opens after other Unit 5 moose hunts have closed, it offers additional opportunity to 

hunters who were otherwise unsuccessful. However, this is a time when few moose carry antlers, 

particularly later in the season. Given the limited habitat in this area, careful regulation of population size 

is necessary to avoid overpopulation. Although the Nunatak Bench moose population is currently below 

the State's population objective and no harvest is allowed, authorizing antlerless harvest provides local 

managers the flexibility to provide harvest opportunity if and when the population reaches the requisite 

size. It also guards against overpopulation. As such, it offers the best opportunity for both long term 

viability of the moose population and long term subsistence opportunity. 

PROPOSAL 152-5 AAC 85.045(4). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 

antlerless moose hunting season in Unit 6C. 

Current Federal Regulations 

Unit 6C-Moose 


1 antlerless moose by Federal drawing permit only. Permits for the Sept. 1 - Oct. 31 i
 
portion of the antlerless moose quota not harvested in the Set. I-Oct. 

31 hunt may be available for redistribution for a Nov. I-Dec. 31 hunt. 


1 bull by Federal drawing permit only. Sept. I -Dec. 31 


In Unit 6C, only one moose permit may be issued per household. A 

household receiving a State permit for Unit 6C moose permit may not 

receive a Federal permit. The annual harvest quota will be announced 

by the U.S. Forest Service, Cordova Office, in consultation with 

ADF&G. The Federal harvest allocation will be 100% of the antlerless 

moose permits and 75% of the bull permits. Federal public lands are 

closed to the harvest of moose except by Federally qualified users with 

a Federal permit for Unit 6C moose, Nov. I-Dec. 31. 


Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 
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Impact to Federal Subsistence users/wildlife: The population estimates for moose in Unit 6C in 2013 

and 2104 was 609 and 601, respectively. The State population objective for Unit 6C is 400-500 moose 

and a minimum bull:cow ratio of25 bulls:100 cows. 

Currently, demand for moose in Unit 6C exceeds the number of moose that can be harvested. From 600 

to 900 Cordova residents have annually applied for between 5 and 104 Federal subsistence draw permits 

for moose in Unit 6C. The current Federal regulations for moose in Unit 6C, generated with great 

community support, have worked well since adopted in its current form by the Federal Subsistence Board 

in 2002. 

All allowable antlerless moose harvest and 75% of the allowable bull moose harvest in Unit 6C are 

allocated to Federally qualified subsistence users of Units 6A, 6B, and 6C, specifically, residents of 

Cordova. The State's proposal was intended to harvest moose allocated to the Federal quota that may not 

be taken during the Federal subsistence hunt. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is neutral on this proposal. 

Rationale: This proposal has potential to allow additional opportunity for non-Federally qualified users 

to harvest moose in Unit 6C if the current demand for moose goes down. However, the demand by 

Federally qualified users currently exceeds the allowable harvest and is not likely to change in the 

immediate future. 

PROPOSAL 154 - 5 AAC 85.045(13). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 

antlerless moose season and targeted moose season in Unit 15C, that portion south of the south fork of the 

Anchor River and northwest of Kachemak Bay. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

Unit 15A remainder, 15B, 15C-Moose 

Unit 15A-remainder, J5B, and J5C-J antlered bull with spike-fork Aug. JO-Sept. 20 

or 50-inch antlers or with 3 or more brow tines on either antler, by 

Federal registration permit only. 

Units J5B and J5C-J antlered bull with spike-forkor50-inch antlers Oct. 20-Nov. JO 

or with 3 or more brow tines on either antler, by Federal registration 

permit only. The Kenai NWR Refuge Manager is authorized to close 

the October/November season based on conservation concems, in 

consultation with ADF&G and the Chair of the Southcentral Alaska 

Subsistence Regional Advisory Council. 

Unit J 5C-J cow by Federal registration permit only Aug. J 0-Sept. 20 
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Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal would increase harvest opportunity for 

Federally qualified subsistence users. In February 2013, the moose population in Unit 15C was 3,204 

(range 2,544-3,855), which the State considers stable. The 2013 bull: cow ratio was 22 bulls:100 cows 

which is above the State's management post-hunting objective of 15-20 bulls: 100 cows but below 

recommendations by the Kenai NWR of 40-60 bulls: I 00 cows for the Caribou Hills and 25-30 bulls: I 00 

cows for the remainder of Unit ISC. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: This proposal would allow additional opportunity for Federally qualified subsistence users to 

harvest moose in this unit and provide management flexibility. An antlerless hunt is currently sustainable 

given the current population levels and tracking of harvest via a registration and drawing permits. 

PROPOSAL 155 - 5 AAC 85.045(5). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 

antlerless moose season in the Twentymile/Portage/Placer hunt area in Units 7 and l 4C. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

Unit 7-Moose 

Unit 7, remainder--/ antlered bull with spike-fork or 50-inch antlers or with Aug. I 0-Sep. 20. 

3 or more brow tines on either antler, by Federal registration permit only 

Unit 14-Moose 

No Federal open season 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal will increase harvest opportunity for 

Federally qualified subsistence users. There are no conservation concerns because ADF&G determines 

the number of permits to issue for this hunt each year based on current estimates of the moose population, 

bull:cow ratios, and winter mortality. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal. 

Rationale: This proposal would allow additional opportunity for Federally qualified subsistence users to 

harvest moose in this unit and provide management flexibility. There are no conservation concerns. 

PROPOSAL 161 - 5 AAC 85.045(24). Hunting seasons and bag limits for moose. Reauthorize the 

antlerless moose hunting season and targeted moose season in the western portion of Unit 26A. 
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Current Federal Regulations: 

Unit 26A-Moose 

Unit 26A-that portion west of 156°00 'W long. and excluding the July I-Sept. 14 

Colville River Drainage-I moose, however, you may not take a calf or 

a cow accompanied by a calf. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: This proposal will increase harvest opportunity for 

Federally qualified subsistence users. 

Moose numbers declined by 75% from 2008 in Unit 26A in 2013-2014 due to severe winter conditions 

and predation. As a result the Alaska Department of Fish and Game issued emergency orders for RY14 

which closed the drawing permit hunts, all nonresident hunts, and the winter hunt. The limited moose 

hunt in western Unit 26A from July 1- Sept. 14 remained open because very few moose are harvested in 

this area. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to oppose this proposal. 

Rationale: Although this proposal would allow additional opportunity for Federally qualified 

subsistence users to harvest moose in, an antlerless hunt is not recommended at this time due to the 

declining moose population in this portion of Unit 26A. 

PROPOSAL 162 - S AAC 92.01S(a)(4). Brown bear tag fee exemptions. Reauthorize resident brown 

bear tag fee exemptions throughout Interior and Eastern Arctic Alaska. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

§ 100.6 Licenses, permits, harvest tickets, tags, and reports 

(a)(3) Possess and comply with the provisions of any pertinent permits, harvest tickets, or tags 

required by the State unless any of these documents or individual provisions in them are 

superseded by the requirements in subpart D of this part. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: There would be no impact on brown bears if this proposal 

was adopted; however, there would be an increased cost for subsistence users harvesting a brown bear if 

the tag fee exemptions are not reauthorized. 
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Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal 

(although the National Park Service expressed opposition). 

Rationale: There are no known conservation concerns for brown bears in the affected units. If this 

proposal is adopted it would continue the tag fee exemption, which eliminates the requirement that 

Federally qualified subsistence users must purchase a $25 tag before hunting brown bears in these units. 

Retaining this tag fee exemption is particularly important in areas where there are few vendors and local 

economies are in a depressed state. 

PROPOSAL 163 -S AAC 92.01S(a)(4). Brown bear tag fee exemptions. Reauthorize the current 

resident tag fee exemptions for brown bear in Units 18, 22, 23, and 26A. 

Current Federal Regulations: 

§ 100.6 Licenses, permits, harvest tickets, tags, and reports 

(a)(3) Possess and comply with the provisions of any pertinent permits, harvest tickets, or tags 

required by the State unless any of these documents or individual provisions in them are 

superseded by the requirements in subpart D of this part. 

Is a similar issue being addressed by the Federal Subsistence Board? No. 

Impact to Federal subsistence users/wildlife: There would be no impact on brown bears if this proposal 

was adopted; however, there would be an increased cost for subsistence users harvesting a brown bear if 

the tag fee exemptions are not reauthorized. 

Federal Position/Recommended Action: The OSM recommendation is to support this proposal 

(although the National Park Service expressed opposition). 

Rationale: There are no known conservation concerns for brown bears in the affected units. If this 

proposal is adopted it would continue the tag fee exemption, which eliminates the requirement that 

Federally qualified subsistence users must purchase a $25 tag before hunting brown bears in these units. 

Retaining this tag fee exemption is particularly important in areas where there are few vendors and local 

economies are in a depressed state. 
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Proposal 74. Support. Why should it matter if a non-resident wants to hunt every year and i~DS 
successful? ANCHORAoe 

Proposal 75. Against. This would prohibit a sheep hunter from maximizing his guided hunt. Many 
non-resident sheep hunters also bunt moose, caribou or bear while on their sheep hunt, adopting this 
proposal would eliminate this opportunity. He already needs the guide for the sheep, why not let him 
take other animals too. 

Proposal 76. Support. 

Proposal 79. Against. Non-resident allocation should not be increased. Every year many residents 
apply for but do not receive permits. It is cli sgraceful that any permits go to non-residents when 
resjdent demand cannot be met. 

Proposal 83. Against. Prosecute the illegal hunters. Just because a number of unethical hunters will 
shoot anything with antlers does not mean you should punish those who are able to determine antler 
spread. Prosecuting those who shoot under sized animals would solve the problem. 

Proposal 92. Support. The CSH was instituted in response to the Ahtna tribe complaining that they did 
not receive enough permits under the Tier II system and their desire to be guaranteed hunting 
opportunities. There is no reasonable explanation as to why the CSH exists. Any hunter is free to 
share his kill with any community/household member he chooses. In its essence customs and traditions 
are based on an individual. Every community is made up of inclividuals. A CSH designation is not 
needed for a person or group of individuals to practice customs and traditions. These may also vary 
among individuals. Also, all customs and traditions can be passed from one generation to another 
through oral history. 

Proposal 93. Support 

Proposal 94. Support 

Proposal 95. Support. 

Proposal 96. Support 

Proposal 97. Support. 

Proposal 98. Against. This is another attempt by Ahtna to impose their values on all Alaskans. Some 
of the items identified are ill-legal for non-natives. How can new comers to the State ever hope to 
qualify under this proposal? This proposal and the CSH program are racially preferenced. 

Proposal 99. Support 

Proposal I00. Support. 

Proposal 101. Against. Unit 13 caribou are highly sought after by many user groups. There is no 
logical reason for a youth hunt. The current bunt opens August 10, several weeks before the start of the 

http:At'-c.11


j® 
school year. This appears to be a means for adults to hunt early and bring a kid along. It they are 
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worried about safety they may want to utilize the Clearwater controlled use area. 


Proposal I 02. Against. 


Proposal 103. Against. Eliminate the CSH, it cannot be fixed. 


Proposal 107. Against I made a similar request last year in response to a number of proposals. 

However. this would only e agreeable if the CSH for any bull moose was eliminated. 


Proposal 123. Support. 


Proposal 124. Support. The intent of the proxy system is to allow an individual to harvest game for 

someone who is physically unable to do so. It is not a lways possible for an individual to find a proxy 
because of the restrictions. A willing hunter who hunts in a different area should be able to hunt by 
proxy for an individual regardless of where he may have hunted. 

Proposal 140. Against. The Board has no authority to establish a guide requirement for moose. Such 
action should be opposed. The legislature established the species requiring guides and they do not 
include moose. The Board should not be in the business ofproviding clients to guides. 

Proposal 141. Against. 


Proposal 144. Against. 


Proposal 146. Against. See response above to 140. Also a guide requirement is not necessary as it is 

doubtful that a non-resident would hunt this area without a guide. 
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Wrangell-St. Elias National Park
 
Subsistence Resource Commission
 

P.O. Box 439 

Mile 106.8 Richardson Hwy.
 

Copper Center, AK 99573
 

November 14, 2017 

Ted Spraker, Chair 
Alaska Board of Game 
c/o ADF&G Boards Support 
PO Box 115526 
Juneau, AK 99811-5526 

Subject: Comments on proposals for the February 2018 Southwest/Central Meeting 

Dear Mr. Spraker: 

The Wrangell-St. Elias National Park Subsistence Resource Commission (SRC) met in Copper 
Center, Alaska, on October 26 and 27, 2017. At this meeting, the SRC reviewed several proposals 
that will be considered at the February 2018 Southwest/Central meeting of the Alaska Board of 
Game and would like to provide the following comments: 

Proposal 113: Lengthen the trapping season for wolverine in Unit 13 
Proposal 114: Extend the trapping season for wolverine in Unit 13 
Proposal 115: Extend the trapping season for wolverine in Units 11 and 13 
These proposals all address wolverine trapping seasons in the Copper Basin. The Wrangell-St. Elias 
SRC supports these proposals with modification to extend wolverine trapping to the end of February 
in all of Unit 11 and in Unit 13A, 13C, 13D, and 13E. The commission opposes extending the season 
in Unit 13B due to the potential for conservation concerns from increased harvests. Unit 13B is more 
accessible and sees increased snowmachine traffic during February as the weather warms up. 

Proposal 117: Reduce the harvest and possession limits for grouse in Unit 11: The Wrangell-St. 
Elias SRC supports Proposal 117 for the reasons stated in the proposal, which the commission 
submitted. 

Proposal 118: Reduce the bag limit and shorten the season for grouse in Unit 11: The Wrangell-
St. Elias SRC opposes Proposal 118. The commission does not see a need to shorten the season for 
grouse in Unit 11. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel E. Stevens 
Chair 

Note: Karen Linnell was not present for the SRC’s discussion of Board of Game proposals. 

Chair: Daniel Stevens; Members: Don Horrell, Gloria Stickwan, Karen Linnell, Jamie Marunde, Raymond 
Sensmeier, Robert Fithian, Sue Entsminger, and Suzanne McCarthy 
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_fZ[b~Y_XY[_[UtXX`YfYbc[ts[uTfXY~�[WfXt[XuY[SYwXYVUY~[XWVYs~_VY}[[^uYf[s_bYZ[zWXu[XuY[butWbY�[d[UY ẀY�Y[Vt�X[uTfXY~�[zW`̀ [butt�Y
SYwXYVUY~[UYb_T�Yy[z_Ut~[{_][zYYcYfZ[W�[XuY[Vt�X[wtwT`_~[XWVY[Xt[uTfX[_�[Vt�X[wYtw`Y[X_cY[_Z�_fX_|Y[ts[XuY[Xu~YY[Z_][zYYcYfZ�[_fZ 
XuY][_~Y[~YDTW~YZ[Xt[tf`][uTfX[Vtt�Y[Wf[�fWX[gm[Wf[SYwXYVUY~}[[\][ ẀVWXWf|[XuY[XWVY�[ts[XuW�[uTfX[wYtw`Y[b_fftX[|t[tf[_[b_~WUtT[uTfX[Wf 
rT|T�X�[btVY[Tw[YVwX]�[_fZ[X~][_|_Wf[Wf[SYwXYVUY~}[[d[tzf[w~twY~X][_`tf|[XuY[{Yf_ Ẁ[aW|uz_][_b~t��[s~tV[XuY[b_Vw|~tTfZ[_X[\~T�uc_f_
�~YYc[_fZ[z_Ut~[{_][zYYcYfZ[W�[_`z_]�[ts[w_~XWbT`_~[btfbY~f[UYb_T�Y[ts[XuY[Wfb~Y_�YZ[fTVUY~[ts[uTfXY~�}[[e�Y~[XuY[]Y_~�[d��Y[u_Z 
U~Y_cwWf�[_fZ[wYtw`Y[b_VwYZ[tTX[U][V][b_UWf[ZTY[Xt[XuY[b_Vw|~tTfZ[UYWf|[sT`̀ [tf[z_Ut~[{_][zYYcYfZ}[[d[TfZY~�X_fZ[�XTss[ ẀcY[XuW�
u_wwYf��[UTX[WX[u_�[XuY[wtXYfXW_`[Xt[UY[Vt~Y[w~Y�_`YfX[Ws[XuW�[UtXX`YfYbc[X_cY�[w`_bY} 

^uYf[uTfXY~�[butt�Y[XuW�[uTfX�[XuY][TfZY~�X_fZ[XuY[_Z�_fX_|Y�[_fZ[ZW�_Z�_fX_|Y�[Xu_X[btVY[zWXu[WX}[[EuY[Y_�Y[ts[_bbY���[|T_~_fXYYZ 
X_|�[_fZ[�WF[zYYc[uTfX[XWVY[_~Y[fWbY}[[EuY[ZW�_Z�_fX_|Y�[_~Y[ts[btT~�Yy[XuY[b~tzZ��[tf`][UYWf|[_`̀ tzYZ[Xt[u_~�Y�X[tfY[b_~WUtT[_fZ 
~YDTW~YVYfX�[Xt[tf`][uTfX[Vtt�Y[Wf[�fWX[gm}[[�tz�[zWXu[XuY[ZYbW�Wtf[Xt[�w ẀX[Tw[XuY[uTfX�[zY[_~Y[~Y�X~WbXYZ[Xt[Y��YfXW_`̀ ][u_`s[XuY[uTfX[XWVY 
GXu~YY[zYYc�[s~tV[�WF[zYYc�H} 

d[~Y�wYbXsT`̀ ][_�c[Xu_X[]tT[~Y�Y~�Y[XuY[ZYbW�Wtf[Xt[�w ẀX[Tw[XuY[uTfX[_fZ[~Y�Xt~Y[WX[U_bc[Xt[XuY[z_][WX[z_�[zuYf[uTfXY~�[btT`Z[butt�Y[Xt[|t 
s~tV[twYfWf|[Z_][Wf[rT|T�X[Xt[b`t�Wf|[Wf[SYwXYVUY~} 

MY|_~Z�� 

^_`̀ ][aWbcY`[ddd 

mailto:whickel@gci.net


 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PC64
1 of 1STUVWXXYZ[\] 

^Y_`aZ[bYcXde 
STUVWXXYZ[fe 

ghijikhgl[ghmnhmkn[op 
oqqWaW`XWde 

p_r 

stdeY 
uhlulvhgwh 

xV`Wa 
yeYcXdez`{|`à |}`reYX 

oZZ_Y|| 
kvg~[\YTà t[�Xr 
bd_Xt[sdaYh[oà |}`[uulh~ 

SW_|m 

i[ydX[deY[XtWey[Xd[|`]r[[jdT_[ZYe]Wey[V][cWqY[`eZ[VY[kY_VW||Wde[Xd[tTeX[{`_WUdT[We[TeWX[gn[XtW|[q`aa[c`|[|WVka][c_deyr[[p][cWqY[W|[`e 
oXt`U`|{`e[e`XWlY[Ud_e[`eZ[_`W|YZ[We[bYe`e`r[[StY[W|[wu[]Y`_|[daZ[`eZ[t`|[eYlY_[X`}Ye[`[{`_WUdTr[[i[`V[ln[]Y`_|[daZ[`eZ[t`lY[aWlYZ[We 
oà |}`[|We{Y[gu~j[Ym{YkX[qd_[XtY[o_V][`eZ[{daaYyYr[i[`V[`[lYXY_`er[[[i[t`lYenX[X`}Ye[`[{`_WUdT[We[dlY_[~h[]Y`_|r[[,Y[aWlY[We[bd_Xt[sdaYr[[,Y 
c`eXYZ[Xd[Z_WlY[Zdce[`eZ[yYX[`[{`_WUdT[We[TeWX[gn[ctYe[XtY[|Y`|de[c`|[YmXYeZYZr[[,Y[cY_Y[XdaZ[`X[XtY[-`W_U`e}|[-.^[dqqW{Y[de[�daaYyY 
/d`Z[Xt`X[cY[{dTaZenX[aYy`aa][X`}Y[`[{`_WUdTr[[-T_XtY_Vd_Y[cY[cY_Y[XdaZ[Wq[cY[yYX[`[kY_VWX[`qXY_[`kka]Wey[We[f{XdUY_[qd_[eYmX[]Y`_[cY[cdTaZ 
t`lY[Xd[tTeX[Vdd|Y[We[0eWX[gn[`eZ[cWaa[edX[UY[`UaY[Xd[tTeX[Vdd|Y[We[TeWX[khr[ 

\`|YZ[de[ct`X[cY[aY`_eYZ[i[X`a}YZ[Xd[dT_[/Yk_Y|YeX`XWlY[1`VVWY[,Wa|de[`eZ[`|}YZ[tY_[Xd[{TX[XtY[-.^[UTZyYX[Xd[XtY[UdeYr[[StY[_YkaWYZ 
Xt`X[XtY[-.^[Ud`_Z[ZdY|enX[aW|XYe[Xd[XtY[kTUaW{[`eZ[Xt`X[|tY[`eZ[dXtY_|[t`lY[t`Z[ZWqqW{TaX][ZY`aWey[cWXt[XtYV[qd_[]Y`_|r[ 

[ 

[ 

jdT_|h 

^Y_`aZ[bYcXde 

1Yam[uhl[ulv[hgwh 

kvg~[\YTà t[�Xr 

bd_Xt[sdaYh[oà |}`[[uulh~ 

[ 

xV`Wa[yeYcXdez`{|`à |}`reYX 

mailto:gnewton@acsalaska.net
mailto:gnewton@acsalaska.net


 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 


 

 


 


 

 


 


 

 


 


 

 


 

 


 


 


 


 

 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 

PC65
1 of 1STUVWXXYZ[\] 

^_T`abc[dWaUYe 
STUVWXXYZ[fg 

hijhikljm[jlnopnol[qr 
sttWaWbXW_g 

qu_gY 
hlmvowmvhxyy 

zVbWa 
{WaUYeZV|VXb_gaWgY}gYX 

sZZeYcc 
qf[U_~[xmmmyp[ 
dbcWaab�[sabc�b[hhyxm 

2[{bc[uTgXWg`[TgWX[jo[{uYg[XuY[o[Ue_{[XWgYc[_e[oy:[{bc[WV;aYVYgXYZ} 

<uY[s^PQ?[cbWZ[XuYg[WX[{bc[X_[UTWaZ[b[UW``Ye�[UYXXYe[uYeZ[U][Wg@eYbcWg`[XuY[\Taa[X_[A_{[ebXW_}[2g[V][_;Wg_g[WX[{_e�c}[<uYg[@bVY[XuY[o
 
Ue_{c[_e[wl:[XuYg[XuY[p[Ue_{c[_e[wl:}
 

<uWc[V__cY[cYbc_g[Wg[TgWX[jo[[{Y[cYYg[jl[UTaac[Wg[h[Zb]c}[ft[XuY[jl[UTaac[_ga][_gY[{bc[;e_Ubaa][_�Ye[wl:[UTX[ZWZg�X[@ubg@Y[WX[bgZ[_gY[c;W�Y}
 

r][TgZYecXbgZWg`[Wt[2[ubZ[o[@_VVTgWX][Xb`c�[2[@_TaZ[_t[cu_X[XueYY[UTaac[Wg@aTZWg`[XuY[_gY[_�Ye[wl:}[fTX[_t[XuY[jl[UTaac[{Y[cYYg�[eYbaWcXW@baa]
 
{Y[{_TaZ[_t[UYYg[bUaY[X_[cu__X[m
 

dY[VYX[b[a_gY[@_VVTgWX][uTgXYe[bgZ[{Y[{YeY[[XuWg�Wg`[_g@Y[uY[ube�YcXYZ[uWc[UTaa[uY[{_TaZ[_t[UYYg[Z_gY[bgZ[aYb�Y�[UTX[uY[ubZ[X{_[Xb`c}
 

sc[t_e[;_aW@Wg`[�[[2[ub�Y[;bccYZ[T;[b[cTU[aY`ba[UTaa[XubX[`YXc[cu_X[b[cu_eX[XWVY[btXYe{beZc[Z_[]_T[@baa[s^PQ?�[_e[bccTVY[XuY][beY
 
@_VVTgWX][uTgXYec}
 
[
 

2�V[Xe]Wg`[X_[TgZYecXbgZ[{u][XuY[\_beZ[{_TaZ[baa_{[@_VVTgWX][cTUcWcXbg@Y[uTgX[Wg[beYb[{WXu[cW�Y[eYcXeW@XW_gc[bgZ[_;Yg[XuY[cYbc_g[YbeaWYe
 
X_[U__X}
 

2[UYaWY�Y[XuY[cW�Y[eYcXeW@XW_gc[Wc[{_e�Wg`}[fg[XuY[bV_TgX[_t[Ue_{[XWgYc[eY�TWeYVYgXc[cu__XWg`[cVbaaYe[UTaac[{WXu[p[Ue_{c[b;;Ybec[X_[UY
 
bttY@XWg`[XuY[`YgYWXW@c[c_[XuYeY[beY[aYcc[[t_Te[Ue_{[XWgY[V__cY}
 

2[ub�Y[cY�Yeba[cT``YcXc}[
 

j�[SX_;;Wg`[XuY[@_VVTgWX][uTgXc[WX[cW�Y[eYcXeW@XYZ[beYbc}
 

k�[�YV_�Y[XuY[o[bgZ[p[Ue_{[XWgYc[_TX[_t[XuY[Y�TbXW_g[t_e[ZYXYeVWgWg`[VbXTeY[UTaac}[[
 

o�[2t[]_T[UYaWY�Y[]_T[VTcX[�YY;[b[@_VVTgWX][uTgX�[XuYg[XuY][cu_TaZ[cXbeX[bX[XuY[cbVY[XWVYbc[baa[`YgYeba[uTgXYec[bgZ[g_X[UY[baa_{YZ[X_[cu__X
 
b[UTaa[_�Ye[wl:[_e[t_Te[Ue_{[XWgYc}
 

2[�g_{[XuY[U_beZ[VTcX[Vb�Y[c_VY[ZWttW@TaX[ZY@WcW_gc[bgZ[@bg�X[;aYbcY[Y�Ye]_gY}
 

[
 

[
 

[
 

[
 

[
 

[
 

[
 

[
 

[
 

mailto:wilberdm@mtaonline.net


 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

PC66
1 of 1STUVWXXYZ[\] 

^_`a[b`WcdX 
STUVWXXYZ[ef 

ghijhikjl[jimnkmog[pq 
rssWaW_XWtf 

pdtfY 
gkl[uuj[lllj 

vV_Wa 
w_`ax`WcdXllllycV_WaRwtV 

rZZ`YSS 
pReR[\t|[}lkn~u 
jgl}u[�_`Z`tw�[�`W�Y
^dTcW_��[ra_S�_[ggo}l 

[\t_`Z[ts[�_VY[qYVUY`S�[XdY[�T`�tSY[ts[V][wtVVYfX[WS[Xt[�`t�WZY[_[STccYSXWtf[Xt[s_wWaWX_XY[_[VYXdtZ[Xt[_SSWSX[Wf[�`tVtXWfc[XdY[`YS�YwX 
st`[tUY]Wfc[XdY[dTfXWfc[`TaYS[_fZ[`YcTa_XWtfS[ts[ra_S�_R 

v�Y`][]Y_`[c[S�YfZ[wtfSWZY`_UaY[XWVY[Wf[_`Y_[jn\[UYst`Y[_fZ[ZT`Wfc[XdY[dTfXWfc[SY_StfR[[c[SYY[fTVUY`tTS[�Wta_XWtfS[ts[dTfXY`S[�Wta_XWfc 
`TaYS[_fZ[`YcTa_XWtfS[ts[SdttXWfc[�`tdWUWXYZ[_fWV_aSd[ftX[`YVt�Wfc[XdY[`YeTW`YZ[_fWV_a[�_`XSd[x_SXY[ts[_fWV_a[VY_Xd[�Wta_XWfc[`TaYS[ts 
aY_�Wfc[XdY[X`_WaS[_fZ[Z`W�Wfc[tf[XdY[XTfZ`_d[ZWStUY]Wfc[XdY[\fq[X`_Wa[V_`�Y`S[_fZ[X`_�YaWfc[tf[`YSX`WwXYZ[X`_WaSR 

bdY`Y[c[dTfX[XdY`Y[WS[ft[wYaa[�dtfY[wt�Y`_cY[_fZ[`_`Ya][s`YeTYfXYZ[U][_[kWSd[_fZ[bWaZaWsY[essWwY`R[[lt[`Y�t`X[�Wta_XWtfS�[c[d_�Y[Xt[U`Y_�
w_V�[_fZ[X`_�Ya[Xt[XdY[fY_`YSX[atZcY[Xt[`Y�t`X[XdY[�Wta_XWtf�[_fZ[XdYf[tfa][_UaY[Xt[aY_�Y[_[VYSS_cY[ts[XdY[�Wta_XWtf[UYw_TSY[XdY[essWwY`[WS 
Tf_�_Wa_UaY[Xt[X_a�[XtR[[\][XdY[XWVY[f_x[vfst`wYVYfX[_``W�YS[XdY[�Wta_XY`[WS[ZY�_`XYZR[[bWXdtTX[f_VYS[t`[�YdWwaY[aWwYfSY[�a_XY[fTVUY`S�[Xd_X 
�Wta_Xt`[s_wYS[ft[�Yf_aX]R 

c[_V[_[`YXW`YZ[ra_S�_[SX_XY[l`tt�Y`[_fZ[c[_V[_x_`Y[ts[tXdY`[�Y`StffYa[xdt[xtTaZ[UY[xWaaWfc[Xt[UY[ZY�TXWmYZ[Xt[WSSTY[_[wWX_XWtf�[x`WXY[_ 
`Y�t`X�[_fZ[XYSXWs][Wf[wtT`XR[[ld`YY[kWSd[_fZ[bWaZaWsY[essWwY`S[LtfY[`Ywt�Y`Wfc[s`tV[ST`cY`][_fZ[Tf_UaY[Xt[�Y`st`V[dWS[ZTX]M�[_fZ[tfY 
_ZZWXWtf_a[kYZY`_a[p_`�[N_fcY`[xY`Y[XdY[tfa][a_x[Yfst`wYVYfX[st`[XdY[�_SX[_`Y_[jn[dTfXWfc[_`Y_R 

SX_XY[\WtatcWSX[ts[kWSd[_fZ[�_VY[Yfst`wYVYfX[_TXdt`WX][WS[_[VtZYa[ts[dtx[XdWS[S�YwW_a[ZY�TXWmWfc[wtTaZ[UY[WV�aWVYfXYZR[[ldY][x`WXY
wWX_XWtfS�[LXdY][ZtfOX[wtfsWSw_XY[xY_�tfS[t`[VY_XM�[XdY][X_�Y[�WwXT`YS�[x`WXY[`Y�t`XS�[_fZ[XYSXWs][Wf[wtT`XR 

ld_f�[]tT[st`[wtfSWZY`Wfc[V][STccYSXWtfR 

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[ 

mailto:carlwright7777@gmail.com



